
N2 to K2 (For 4-6 year olds only)

For N2 to P2 (4 to 8 year old)  

VIOLIN WITH MS KON

Enjoy first-hand experience with real violins under the nurturing hands of
our very experienced violin teacher, Ms Kon Seoh Choo. Learn to play a
simple tune and give yourself a chance to perform to a small audience!

Don’t miss it.

Everyone learns differently. Come experience the life cycle of a butterfly

delivered using a multi-sensory approach. Your sight, hearing, 

movement and touch senses willbe stimulated to understand and

appreciate the science and art behind the life of a butterfly!

Semibreve, minim and crochet are the musical notes. Have you seen 

them before? What similarities do these have with Maths numbers? 

How do making connections between them make learning more fun?  

Come discover the magic of it all!

TIC TAC TOE 
3-in-1

Art-Science-Dance

Drama @ the
Aquarium

这个假期我们要去哪⾥好呢？我想要去⻛景宜⼈的海滩，也想去吃各地的美⻝。

Learn to speak with confidence through a trail of holiday activities. Enjoy

listening to stories and hands-on experiences through fun in drama.

Magic of Music 
and Maths



ICY COOL
LAB 

Have you tried Freezing ice cream without the freezer ? Come explore
with us. Discover the mystery of making ice cream.  Think like a 

scientist , experiment with real stuff , and enjoy 6 hours of icy cool fun !

The freestyle nature of hip hop distinguishes it from other forms of
dance. Want to learn more about a wide range of styles notably breaking,
locking and popping? Join the Hip Hop stop! It's funky and fast paced - 

an ideal time for you to sweat outthe day.

HIP HOP
STOP

Acquire PSLE exam techniques and required skills to ace the exam.
Master the required vocabulary for PSLE in advance. Enhanced ability 

to improve comprehension and writing skills.

Master Chinese O Level test skills including: composition, oral
examination, reading comprehension. Deepen understanding for

application of language skills in different context.

PSLE MASTER
CHINESE CLASS

(P5)

PREPARATORY
COURSE FOR O

LEVEL CHINESE
(SEC 3)

FOR P3 (9  YEAR OLD)  AND ABOVE


